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Class 20 & 21
The Terrestrial Planets

 Compare and contrast Mercury, Venus, Earth
and Mars…
 Mercury : sunbaked, airless, barren
 Venus : crushing atmosphere that can melt lead
 Earth : paradise
 Mars : dry, cold desert; atmosphere freeze in winter

 Very different evolutionary paths for the
atmospheres…
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I : Mercury

 Atmosphere is essentially non-existant
 Need to compare velocities of particles in

atmosphere with escape velocity (4.3km/s)
 Daytime temperature (623K) high enough to drive all

light gases (H, He) into space
 What about heavier molecules like H2O?

 Sunlight breaks molecule into constituent atoms…
hydrogen escapes, oxygen reacts with surface

 Rotation period is exactly 2/3 of orbital period
 Example of “spin-orbit” coupling
 Results from tidal forces of the Sun and elliptical

orbit of Mercury

 Surface is heavily cratered…
 Reminiscent of the Moon, but subtle differences…

(e.g., scarps, “weird terrain”)
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II : Venus

 Rotation…
 Rotates very slowly (243 days) and backwards!
 Explanation for this unclear… could be due to

combination of tidal forces and atmospheric friction

 Atmosphere…
 Thick (90 atm pressure) and hot (733K) at surface
 96.5% CO2, 3.5% N2, traces of H2O and H2SO4

 Howling high-altitude winds… 350 km/h (220mph)
 Due to slow rotation, atmosphere forms two giant

convection cells… one in each hemisphere
 More about this in a miniute…

 Highly volcanic surface…
 Young surface… very few large craters
 Probably completely covered by lava flows

every 500 million years
 Large “shield” volcanoes
 Hot-spot volcanism
 Crust seems very thin… does not break into

plates and, instead, just wrinkles in
response to flows in underlying mantle
(“flake tectonics”)
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 Why are the atmospheres of the Earth
and Venus so different?   Have to look
at how the atmospheres evolved over
time…
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III : Mars

 Atmosphere
 Very thin (only 0.006 atm pressure at

surface)
 95.3% CO2, 2.7% N2, traces H2O and other

gases
 Sky appears red from surface due to dust
 Followed a very different path yet again

from the Earth’s or Venus’s atmosphere…
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 Surface…
 Cratered highlands (south)
 Less cratered lowlands (north)
 Massive volcanoes

 Olympus Mons is largest volcano in the Solar System…
24 km high, 1000 km across, 6km cliffs

 Enomous valleys/canyons
 Valles Marineris… giant rift valley caused by lifting of

crust by volcanic activity

 Polar ice caps (both water ice and CO2 ice)
 Evidence for flowing water in the past

 See ancient river beds; evidence for great floods
 Find sedimentary rocks formed on floor of sea/lake
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SPIRIT Panorama
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Bonneville crater
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Columbia Hills
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Opportunity
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Endurance Crater
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